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MAN Truck & Bus SE 

One Minute Locator Service Specifications 
 

 

 

Service overview 

The One Minute Locator service provides a minute-by-minute position for locating vehicles. 

Once the fleet vehicles have been set up in the RIO administration area on the RIO platform and the One 

Minute Locator service has been booked for the vehicles via the Marketplace, the following services can 

be used for the various vehicle categories: 

 

Functionality MAN Truck MAN Bus MAN Van 

Non-MAN  

Vehicle (RIO box 

in FMS mode) 

Display of a minute-by-minute 

vehicle position in the fleet mon-

itor 

 

For TGEs with OCU3 (from 

MY21): display of a vehicle posi-

tion every 30 seconds 

x x 

Vehicles with 

a RIO box  

/ 

From MY21: 

vehicles with 

OCU3 

Vehicles with a 

RIO box 

Display of a minute-by-minute 

vehicle position in the Pocket 

Fleet app 

 

For TGEs with OCU3 (from 

MY21): display of a vehicle posi-

tion every 30 seconds 

x x 

Vehicles with 

a RIO box 

/ 

From MY21: 

vehicles with 

OCU3 

Vehicles with a 

RIO box 

 

Please also obtain information about the function extensions when using One Minute Locator in connection with 

Geo (cf. Geo Service Specifications). 

 

Technical requirements 

To be able to use the One Minute Locator service, the following technical requirements must be fulfilled: 

 Use of a RIO box or an OCU3 (TGEs from MY21) (provision not covered by the Service T&Cs). 

 The One Minute Locator service can be used for minute-by-minute data transfer (every 30 sec-

onds for OCU3) only after successful configuration of the RIO box or OCU3 (TGEs from MY21). 

This configuration is carried out automatically. To this end, the vehicle must be reachable by ra-

dio. 

 Internet browser (we recommend using the latest version of the following browsers: Google Chrome, 

Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge. We cannot guarantee unrestricted func-

tionality if using other browsers).  

 


